could be built upon. A group was first convened to discuss collaborative improvement efforts in early fall 2014.

Portions of the Thomas Park/Avondale and South Central neighborhoods were selected as the focus area not only because of great need, but because groups were already working in the area and there were many assets in place that could be used to open a dialogue about neighborhoods in need of reinvestment.

In Spring 2014, Vectren Foundation approached the local Habitat for Humanity affiliate and Ball State University’s Building Better Neighborhoods Program to lead an effort to raise $1 million dollars in support of grassroots efforts to revitalize the Thomas Park/Avondale and South Central neighborhoods.

By the year 2000, Muncie had lost its largest employers in manufacturing, including Ball Corporation (formerly the Ball Brothers Glass Manufacturing Company), whose holdings included a highly visible glass manufacturing facility on the city’s east side. Starting in 2003, the company began to close facilities and move manufacturing to Mexico.

The loss of these industries was the catalyst for economic decline in the city. The city was forced to work to quell the effects of a rapidly growing unemployment rate and a rising delinquency rate.

Over the years, Ball Corporation cut school and library budgets to match this loss in revenue. Seemingly caught in a vicious cycle, lead levels and crime have increased as a result.
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